
Drinking Water Watch - Violations and Public 
Notice Due Dates
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Enter your 7-digit public water system ID (PWS ID) in the Water System No. field or system name in the Water System Name field, do not enter both.2. Click Search for Water Systems.Note: You can also search for water systems by choosing items in Activity Status (active, inactive, proposed), Principal County Served, Water System Type (community, non-transient non-community, transient), and Primary Source Water Type.
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Presentation Notes
3. Click on the Water System No. of the system you are interested in.
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Presentation Notes
4. Click on Violations.Note: You can reach all areas in Drinking Water Watch by clicking on the yellow links at the top of the page. Note: If you are looking for a specific word on a page press Ctrl and F at the same time. Then type the word into the Find box at the top left corner of the screen. This will only search for the word on the page you are currently on, this does not search all the information in Drinking Water Watch.
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Presentation Notes
The first section you’ll see in the Violations section is Group Violations. Chemical monitoring and reporting (M/R) violations are often reported under Group Violations. Monitoring and reporting violations are assigned when a sample is not collected or results are not reported to TCEQ. Violation Type is a two digit number used to identify specific types of violations, for example 03s are chemical M/R violations and 27s are disinfection byproduct (total haloacetic acids and total triahlomethanes) M/R violations. You can see the name of the group on the right under Analyte Group Name and Analyte Group Name. 5. To see the specific analytes included in this group violation click on Fed Fiscal Year.
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Presentation Notes
These are the individual analytes that are included in the 515 sample group. The monitoring and reporting violation mailed to the system for these four analytes are included all in one letter.6. Click on a Violation No. for more information about the violation.
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Presentation Notes
Here you can see the information about the violation letter and public notice information. The Violation Name is the type of violation and the Analyte Name is the name of the analyte. Facility ID/Sample Pt is the facility that the samples were required to be sampled at.Action Type columnSIA represents when the violation letter was mailed, the letter date is in the last column titled Date.SIE represents the public notice requirement for this violation. In this example, in the third column the due date to the public is 04-05-2019 and due date to TCEQ is 04-15-2019. The dates immediately below are the dates the system submitted the public notice documentation to TCEQ. 07-20-2018 is the delivery date to customers and 07-24-2018 is when TCEQ received the public notice documentation. If the bottom dates are not present then TCEQ has not received public notice documentation.NOE represents an enforcement case. If an NOE is present on the violation the system has been referred to the TCEQ Enforcement Group. Not all violations will have an NOE.SIF represents when the public notice documentation was received by TCEQ.7. Click on Violations to view individual violations. 
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Presentation Notes
Scroll past the Group Violations, Individual Violations are listed below. Individual violations are arranged by date, the most recent violations are found at the top. Violation Type Code is a two digit number used to identify specific types of violations which are listed in the next column Violation Name. Some of the more common violations are: 01s and 02s are chemical maximum contaminant level (MCL) violations, 27s are chemical monitoring/reporting (M/R) violations, 3A and 2A are Revised Total Coliform Rule violations, 52s are lead and copper violations, 53s are water quality parameter violations, 75s are public notice violations. The Analyte Code is a four digit code that identifies the specific analyte which is identified in the Analyte Name column. The last column tells you if the violation has been resolved, which is not the same as rejected. If the violation has been resolved the system is meeting the requirements of the program. 7. To see when the violation letter was sent and public notice due dates click on the Violation No.
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Presentation Notes
Here you can see the information about the violation letter and public notice information. The Violation Name is the type of violation and the Analyte Name is the name of the analyte. Facility ID/Sample Pt is the facility that the samples were required to be sampled at.Action Type columnSIA represents when the violation letter was mailed, the letter date is in the last column.SIE represents the public notice requirement for this violation. The due date to the public and to TCEQ are listed in the third column. The date on top is the due date and the bottom date is when the notice was delivered to customers and received by TCEQ. If the bottom dates are present this means we have received your public notice documentation and the public notice requirement has been fulfilled.NOE represents an enforcement case. If an NOE is present on the violation the system has been referred to the TCEQ Enforcement Group. Not all violations will have an NOE.SOX represents the violation’s return to compliance. An SOX means the system is back in compliance with this program.SIF represents when the public notice documentation was received by TCEQ.
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Questions

If you have questions or would like more 
information about violations and public notice 
due dates, please call 512-239-4691 or email 

PDWS@tceq.texas.gov.  
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